Credo Reference Search Tips – Titles

Find your title list by clicking “BROWSE CREDO” and selecting Books

This page will display your Credo title list. These are the books powering your results when you run a search in Credo.

Filter by:

Subject - Click the name of the subject you’d like to filter by only books from that subject will display

Title Keyword - Type a title keyword into the “title contains” search box to search for a specific book.

Click any book to open and explore

http://search.credoreference.com

Search millions of entries from encyclopedias & dictionaries!
Build context and vocabulary for your research! Create a Mind Map!

1. Select “Mind Map” from the top toolbar & type your term
2. Your search term will become the central concept in a ring of related concepts.
3. Click a term to re-populate your map around that new concept
4. On the right side of the screen (not pictured) choose reference articles from Credo relevant to your central concept. Click an article to view the full text to begin your research in earnest.

http://search.credoreference.com

Search millions of entries from encyclopedias & dictionaries!

Search over 300,000 images in Credo Reference!
People, animals, planets, cells, graphs, maps, flags, events... thousands upon thousands of images, all fully citable!

1. Select the “image” search from the search box drop down menu
2. Enter your search term
3. OR—Filter your results by image after searching

http://search.credoreference.com

Search millions of entries from encyclopedias & dictionaries!